OFFICE ORDER

Jharkhand Urban Infrastructure Development Company Ltd. has worked with different consulting firms. The performance of the mentioned below firm was not found satisfactory:

1. M/S ERNST & YOUNG LLP. INDIA. - The performance of the firm on submission of ESMF & ESIA reports was not found satisfactory and mobilization of manpower on field was not done as per contract agreement. Several notices were issued to the firm for its non-performance were mentioned below:

A. The revised ESIA of NCB – I & II for Dhanbad roads was submitted by the consultant to JUIDCO on 06-05-2017. After reviewing the same document we came across that, no changes were made by the consultant as per the given comments by JUIDCO & WB, specifically in social chapters.

While reviewing the ESIA document of Dhanbad road prima facia it was look like a copy paste report because same mistakes where repeated again and again. For example – In the ESIA of road project, the details of water supply project was incorporated, which was communicated through comments by JUIDCO on 15-05-2017.

B. In NCB-III for Dhanbad roads the same mistakes were repeated as mentioned for NCB – I & II.

C. Due to the poor quality of reports and unprofessional approach of Ernst & Young, the whole project is now getting delayed.

D. Even after reminding time and again a person from Ernst & Young was supposed to deploy at JUIDCO office to co-ordinate the preparation of ESMF & ESIA and expedite the work, but till date no person is deployed.

This shows that E&Y is not very sincere and keen to complete the allotted work within earmarked time.

Accordingly, looking to the poor performance of the above consulting firm, the firm is debarred from the future participation in consulting assignment of UD & HD, Govt. of Jharkhand and JUIDCO for next three years from the issue of this order.

This bears the approval of Secretary, UD & HD, Govt. of Jharkhand.

(Dr. D. K. Singh)
Project Director (Technical)